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'ERIENC
{tf)"i}";::
'?tJi1iBecause of the nature of my work and the course that my life has
-~\~<;

. :iil:i;.Ihave not, as many of the participants in this conference have done,
';'i-?"~;':::"

c.,tii:k~ir-i direct part in the central political organs of the United Nations. I
rn!~;~~~~-~;y~~\~/; ;':'

iffilii6fknow my way about the great building beside the river in New York.
:~~~;'~:.-c:,

""'ili,still confused to understand all of the committees, the lines of
':-~jAr,~:;;,

I!liiiUillcation and channels of power. But, in a different sphere, I have
H~:~~~~'::
iad\t.b:i!privilege of working with the United Nations and of seeing it from

,_ ~$~0;i.~~:::, "',
th~:mSide. Mine has been principally an experience in the agencies of the
-Atlj:&'k;i~:-"'- ,

i:~i#~I!Nations.
:~+$~:§¥~_'_;e

~"C,c1~<For UNESCO, I attended the General Conference in Paris and have
!1;~g~;:;.~~::\J,

,i~'t'j'~Jakenpart in a succession of specialist committees designed to study
;?~~~~~~~%f.,:J

~~f~l~~\th.e concept of "self-determination", promised in the Charter but the
;.;;'-'>~<~{t;~..-

~~~ouree of so many of the bitter conflicts in the world today;
',','.;(i

{":;~'(~~~'ror ILO, I proceeded to South Africa, just before the democratic
,~~~,f~

~~{1~(.~ections, to investigate the labour laws and to propose reforms of
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;{s'tnal relations law which are, at this very time, substantially

~;~ h,e South African Parliament for adoption;
~~;,;~;-,;,::- .

&i'"WHO, I have had the privilege of serving on the Global

%~:Lssion on AIDS - truly a vital challenge to humanity which
~::~1~~~:'j~"/~:"~-'-
'-1;'~4Iilies the concerted response of the intemational community,

:!~v:<'",: .
""iaDised through WHO. The recent establishment of UNAIDS,

':-:~~tes the understanding, at the highest level of the United

.~~~~s, that this is a challenge of the greatest urgency and
:~~~l~"
i\nportance:
"~~;,h:'
lrUNDP, I was privileged to chair the Constitutional Conference of
~i:t:·':
idawi which helped the transition of that country from the one

'-"c,:,lA;;:
:j($!.'P.l\x:tY regime of Dr Hastings Banda to the present multi-party
~~:i~~~{;:~'.;'-'r
''''le'democratic government. UNDP has also invited me to serve in a

~~~~t~<- . _ "
~n~ber of other -African countries, struggling towards democracy

t~~:i." ,
d the protection ofbasic human rights; and

:pstrecently, in November 1994, I was appointed by the Secretary-
.,~-,-,- ..~~,,-..
0~;:[~General as his Special Representative for Human Rights in
"~.""<;?{~-t'i-,:" i, .

:(G~bodia. This is an important challenge which I pursue in the
,"".\:- -.
'·'ih.;t of the dedication to the practical ideals of the United Nations

!itich have motivated so many people called to its service.
't.,:

.~~ii\~~i1'he Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Cambodia is
I~$1~${\\;7;:' , .
'Q¥~~~.~out thirty such appointments. Some are thematic (such as the
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no
Special Rapporteur on the Status of Women and the Special Rapporteur on

the Independence of the Judiciary and of Lawyers). Most are dedicated to

scrut:iJlising and reporting upon human rights in particular countries. The

Special Representatives and Rapporteurs meet together annually to

"change ideas on methodology and procedures. They report, in the case of

most of them, twice yearly . to the Commission on Human Rights in

FebruarylMarchI and to the General Assembly in November.2 I am now in

my second year of service as Special Representative for Cambodia. In

:-;ovember 1995 I shall be presenting my second report to the General

Assembly in New York. For that purpose I have just returned from my

sixth mission to Cambodia. It occupied two weeks in August 1995. It took

me to a number of provincial districts of the country, including Kampot,

Kampong Cham and the capital, Phnom Penh. My work in Cambodia

cannot be performed from luxury hotels in the capital. It takes me, and

those who work with me, into the country regions. I travelled to

Sibanoukville shortly before the capture and murder of the three foreign

tourists, including the Australian David Wilson, who were on a peaceful,

youthful journey on a train in pursuit of knowledge about Cambodia. So

this is a task not without risk. But it is one of importance for the building

of buman rights in Cambodia and fuliilment of the mission of the United

~ations.

My function as Special Representative is to be informed, to

encourage and to warn. My task is to visit Cambodia and to report to the

Secretary.General and the organs of the United Nations. My obligation is
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.,f~ 9~1
%bi~owith complete fidelity to the truth but with sensitivity to the great
'~;'\f~;~Y,':
d~ faced by the Government of Cambodia of rebuilding human rights
{f}~?::";
'l!ofu,trY shattered by almost three decades of revolution, war, genocide,
!~~j;:

In Cambodia there are many

I do not plan to become one of them. Whilst my duty is to

.. of the countrY that seem to have attracted most international

assert that human rights is a Western concept,

_..&an exception" for human rights has been rejected by the United
/i0}i~i£i~~~, .

,,~r!itoJi,s, most recently by speeches at the Beijing conference on Women's
:~¥;~~'~*If;~:~~";,'
"t1li:1ifS"tt\ By definition, universal human rights are just that: a common

~~~j~\' ,:,
·····sof all humanity. Human rights provide one of the three pillars

":~;

i~ the United Nations has been established· securing peace and

[ament; attaining economic and social development; and building the
i?:';':';

lieW'{y,;~fijf order upon the foundation of individual human rights and the
;~.;~'~t~~S\":·.,;/ .
:ffgf{tf~fpeoples.
;t~h:;~~1~;::-.s: -:
. "'1K'Th-e human rights with. which the United Nations is concerned are

~~{~",

'}ili the Universal Decwration of Human Rights and in the
:<!-.'{~;(;, '.
"'t'.'-

•.!t~:rrtit,ional Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic,
)~H;§;i,:B~;',:",o "

·t:~~~~~ Cultural Rights. There are now many other international
i-:~~~Jt1:;~,',.-·:'~"·
~~~ilts which express the dedication of the United Nations to
~}f::P~~{P'
~,!j,a~l!!1-tal human rights and peoples' rights. But if you look at these

~~!~~rj'
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whilst civil and political rights find their place amongst them, the

reflected in their language are typically, those which I hear voiced
,.

,J~in Cambodia. As well as consideration of the issues of civil rights
;~ff~?-~:;}:'~'
···'\~the assertions of the right to equal dignity, of the right to conscience

?:,:~::.«

("freedom from discrimination of any kind. The United Nations
~}d"
N .ents of human rights include inaistence on rights to free choice of

Iyment, to adequate rest and leisure, to a proper standard of living
y; "

~".adequate protection for health and well being, to food, clothing,
K\~;';
p$llg and medical care. The right to education is part of the fabric of

~"

__ ental hliman rights. So is the right freely to participate in cultural
;~')t\,;

ta1id the entitlement to a social and international order where the rights
~~t~~;; .
;;:N~reedoms stated by the United Nations are fully realised.

'~~;-'
.~, fu addition to these, there are the familiar civil rights which are of

.':--",

. impo1"tal:lce: Not to be held in slavery or servitude. Not to be
",,'

torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

;Imlent. To be equal before the law. To have effective remedies for
- :~~~~\ .

:.'U~irights. To be free from arbitrary arrest, detention or exile. To have
~%f*~~~r~-':'
·.'J8i,i~"'ccess to the courts. To have particular rights when charged with

\~~~~1'Y""
""",al offences. To enjoy rights to privacy, to freedom of movement and

;;,;In my tasks as Special Representative of the Secretary-General I am
t:%;!P
ltthe follower of my own idiosyncratic opinions on human rights. My
:~!~?:>,
!~"tion is to examine the laws and practices of Cambodia against the
'~~~_~i;

-:..~Ii of the United Nations' principles of human rights. It is then to
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on any apparent departures from these standards, first to the Royal

repo

-~ent of Cambodia itself and then to the Secretary-General and the
Gove,-

. 'ted Nations as welL The United Nations has earned its part in this
LIll

rtage and scrutiny. It has done so by the remarkable work of UNTAC
repo

and the investment, not just of funds but of dedicated interest and concern

ior the well-being of the people of Cambodia and their good government. It

has heen invited by the Government of Cambodia to offer its aid. Its role is

supported by the participants in the Paris Agreements.

Of course, human rights present many extremely senaitive questions.

Some governments, unused to being criticised at home, do not take readily

to being criticised in the councils of humanity. I well remember the report

of the Special Rapporteur on Sudan at the Commission on Human Rights.

His report engendered great anger on the part of the Government of Sudan.

He was denounced and even, reportedly, threatened. But he had the

support of his colleagues and of the Organisation. It is important that the

United Nations should stand up for honest and fearless reporting by its

Special Rapporteurs and Representatives. Otherwise, the result will be

pusillanimous reports which whitewash great wrongs and ignore or hide·

and thereby condone· departures from fundamentals.

In all of my missions to Cambodia . and all of my reports to the

l'nited Nations· I have collected and reported both the good and the bad

news. I endeavour to do this with complete fairness and dispassion. Above

all. with honesty. Frankly, I do not find this a difficult task. For more than

twenty years, in various posts in Australia, I have been walking the judicial
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The world in which the United
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The world was arrested by the nuclear

A different world:

All now have a new emphasis. Unfortunately, the structures of

1995, some of these inoperatives remain. But many have been

:N~SFS

revesled.

gs of the Second World War and of the Holocaust and oppression

t~;'-',
~j';Mter a while, the habit of neutrality enters the soul. So, I trust, it is

ll:~,::.:': .
Wwork in Cambodia.

c;... ·; -

S was established in 1945 is radically different from the world in

i!i:';t must operate today. At that time, the big issues facing the
~~p ..j,."
:ariisation were the achievement of peace and security in a world of
:~;~,~'i;"

'''''i!owers from whom the vanquished nations of Germany and Japan
s ,"

it'is from this background of experience and participation that I turn
.

"ehtify what I see as some of the main weaknesses and strength of the
\;>

,ns which had terminated the Second World War. It was facing the
3'.~-_,;

¥Ilce of the United States that the European powers should grant
~$~'
(~ndence and self-government to their colonies. The Soviet Union
,;::;,:-;,'
~1t~j-'

f.d.'iilthis demand, whilst clinging relentlessly to its own lately acquired

~_f~~~~.:~'.
i{'1t~~~~cf' ",

"Economic development and education were high priorities of the
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:ip,e'!1ti:t}' what I see as some of the main weaknesses and strength of the 

[d J)/ al;ioILS in its fiftieth year. 
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itilPo,ve"s from whom the vanquished nations of Germany and Japan 

been baniahed. The world was arrested by the nuclear 

which had terminated the Second World War. It was facing the 

of the United States that the European powers should grant 

nd,en"e and self-government to their colonies. The Soviet Union 

tlll!l'pn.1llS demand, whilat clinging relentlessly to its own lately acquired 

development and education were high priorities of the 

purpose was to combat ignorance and poverty in which most of 

lived. And human rights was an insistent demand borne of the 

of the Second World War and of the Holocaust and oppression 

, 1995, some of these imperatives remain. But many have been 

All now have a new emphasis. Unfortunately, the structures of 
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Nations have remained substantially unchanged. They have
~ii~fJ:t;2.:"
'i~';f~lftfo keep pace with the new demands which the Organisation must

§~,;n>:,;;,:;

:"'icl'todaY. These demands include:
;:\;,~,
?M)'irli~ assertion of the right of peoples to self-determination in the face of

:;:'i::~",

'i~:'8lmost universal opposition against separatism voiced by the nation
, .

!tes which are the members of the United Nations;

'e~~e-keeping has grown rapidly. However, its effectiveness is limited.
~~~,{,~, ~'::

.!~b\iposes demands which the United Nations itself cannot meet upon
~J~\'._,
il\iiollS (such as the United States in Haiti) and organisations (such as
~~iJ\
':~q.o in the former Yugoslavia);
Ji~; ,
':":'
"',nomic development remains a major priority. But in many of the

"bi!omies of Asia there has been a remarkable lift-off which illustrates
:~'~~,:,:,~, :'
~t:"~ ..

&i huge potential for economic progress in the, non-Western
;~t;i:

:o1llri,unities of the worid;
,.,.:$'.;~;:

'~~:i;

"lir-population is a pressing problem of the world. Birth spacing and

.e'connected problem of the' empowerment of women present great
~,{,,- ..

ianenges in the face of which the United Nations has only been partly
',"'.('.,- .

iuceessful;
}~~:.~;
DiSease, and in particular the rapid spread of HlV/AIDS, presents great
:~~h';'
clianenges to the Organisation and its capacity to respond for the

,.;\~~%~};;}"'".
~';~ff~ve protection ofhumanity;
,~-' ~:lf%~*:;-

f!J~global environment is endangered and the power of the United
;~l;';:.~'\·!

'~'ti~ns to respond is limited;

Ir
'."~\""
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remain a pestilence of the world. Anti-personnel mines have

eeJi'sown in many countries. The effort to bring them under effective

,rJ~inationallaW has enjoyed only qualified success;
~;:~<."

\11ttr~ of addiction spread like an infection and take root in societies
?t;~,·'
:h~e widespread unemployment and despair give rise to widespread
~,("
"L.

~~~e; and

~~PIOyment and despair also engender extremism, including in

*;'/'
1il:i,ous beliefs. The movement of extremist religions challenges the
~'-,. ",

'notion of tolerance and diversity of opinion which lies at the heart

':e~pect for the human rights oT others.
:/

such a radical change in the world and its problems, it is scarcely
?\- ',I

",.-
'sing that the United Nations now faces increasing demands for",,,-,.' ,

.c"

,both in its u:stitutions and in the subject matters of its C6!lcern.

~,~.; Personnel: - The need for a radical change in the United
'-rJj,':t:-' :",
~'personnel policies is clear to all who work within it. It is not
~~tt~:,;-:i

:()liii,;on to find time-servers in any large organisation. They certainly
~t~~,! :
,fin the United Nations. To some extent, they have been encouraged by
~lXL;
~\; ".c.

~g.&~ policies based upon geography rather than merit. Nor is the
:S{}f:';' .
ti!d 1'lations always vigilant in the defence and protection of its staff

'::i'~' ..,:

\\r families. It is a year since the five year old daughter of an officer
~,';

'.United Nations in Phnom Penh (Monica Oliveros) was shot by
~.

i.:"ho have still not been brought to justice. The United Nations is

':,'!£~ys insistent enough in the protection of its employees and officers.
~:,,~.,;

\~', case of Monica Oliveros, her forced evacuation was necessary

-9"
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United Nations. To some extent, they have been encouraged by 

, , policies based upon geography rather than merit. Nor is the 

~~t!'latiOltlS always vigilant in the defence and protection of its staff 

It is a year since the five year old daughter of an officer 

Nations in Phnom Penh (Monica Oliveros) was shot by 

have still not been brought to justice. The United Nations is 

insistent enough in the protection of its employees and officers. 

of Monica Oliveros, her forced evacuation was necessary 
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Self-determination:

.~~~.
\'~.of her serious health condition following her wounding.

~··rights and their advocates. Governments wield the votes that

o&riiy problems in the world today, it may be found connected with
',~?, ~ .

~~~- .
NeilOf'the United Nations is more obvious than ever before.

.In my own reports to the Centre for Human Rights, I see the need

';'ctural and organisational reform. Sometimes in the business of
.~\\::"
]frights there is a tension between the political and human rights
>i';~:::;'~

iVes of the Organisation. Governments are frequently suspicious of
~;-,::,;.'-,

,;'.",~

:~~the central organs of the United Nations, notably the constitution of
~~~~~f:~~
~S~ty Council and the possession.and use of the veto reserved by the

", ""~ -;'.-.-,

~~~,0

~\iNations has not even now attended to her needs, even though. in a
.~\~~i~ ,~"

It'~~enlle. evacuation was occasioned by her injuries because of her
~~\~;~,~:Jt's service in Cambodia.

~~l~N~~<':'

f;iiflL Structures: There are others who can speak of the need to

&iind of peoples for self-determination. This is a right guaranteed to
'}:'L

'hy intemationallaw. But it is a right that occasions great anxiety

,,,;;$ibiv81ence on the part of member states of the United Nations.
T~ttiTh'*~'.' .:.
· ..«\\t>of confronting this problem. tackling and solving it with

'.'1.:;,',',
~f;t,,'l:_"'~

.",,,i'\tions that will provide a peaceful resolution to such disputes, such
;%~i1Yl~H~>

t are all too often brought to the tragic chronicle that we have
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control the United Nations. In a changing world, where the role 

states is submitting to technology, the global' economy and 
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So we are building a new international order.

it .
\'g~~ed of late in Bosnia, Rwanda, East Timor and Chechnya.

, 'f.\

~ris which insists that universal human rights are just that: universal..~,c
'~':'CHIEF STRENGTHS

' ..c.... If it did not exist it would have to be invented. It continues on a
'\\:.
'Jjey, to improvement. The journey may be too slow but at least it has
({(;:-:.
'1"-,' ..

nm.,enced. We should think of the United Nations as being at a point
:-,....) ~ ".

::.I:·':' .
:!#.yaient to Runnymede in the history of English constitutional

il~~~r::'
. -, ·,opment. Before 1215, England was a nation of powerful local barons.

',Jiany, after Runnymede, a covenant was struck which produced a new
,,:: .'

,~~hal order.
r*v:'
is~nce,." of the United Nations provides us with a conception of ourselves
~~-s.\"'r'

~~~:."

1~!U1icipants in a wider world community. The very fact that nations
~~{":".'

"';;;,~';llIlSwer for their human rights records before the international
'~~~:f-

'll!I,Cils of the United Nations is a sign that the accountability of

~~t:

'k~ Nations were trnly attending to the causes of international conflict,

~uld be working towards institutions and rules that could provide an
~'!JJ{}:,::;,~

;iil~idativenon-violent solution to this endemic problem.
"-;":\.'J'

'ii. New challensces: New challenges continue to present
.~-~~'i{: .
tJ~~e Organisation. They include the challenges of technology which, to a

:~1~~8>,\- .
'~·extent, bypasses diplomacy and even reduces the significance of the
:~»;"{;
·~ti~~state. They include fundamentalism. They also include the demand
. ··\~·>·L·

J.pecial exceptions to the universal principle of human rights. Such
~~~-~'-)' -

i1nds are frequently voiced in Asia but are rejected by the United
.~.~~ ..,'
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In my life I have seen the many good worksGood works:

a beacon for the attainment of a higher level of human rights

,upon which all people are entitled to insist.
\1-\>'

".~ ••_+0 to the people of the world is being accepted, thanks to the
;'i~'J>

J~:·Nations.
~~:~),~:< ""
ff,;:ii Problem solved: Many of the issues which the world
}~~;~:~

:e-cL'iii. 1945 have been addressed and, however imperfectly. dealt with
't~%'~~~,::,<'< .
~ii'g~the United Nations. We have avoided nuclear war. We have had
':~~,~~J~:;',',', .
ciiiii';Conflicts but there has been a high measure of general peace.
. ",~:{<,,~

i?f~~ation was substantially achieved in the European colonies
"i'G':;.,;':

ithe work of the United Nations. The example of that work spread

~~~i'·.
e'!iiotioll of national independence which ultimately helped to bring down

f::.tf~[tP/~:
~"'S6\iiet empire. Human rights conventions have been adopted under the

'*,~M'~"'·'
~i)rthe United Nations. Even if human rights are not universally

i~~~l~~t{(-~" ..
.• cec,ted, the pnnClples are at least stated. They stand before oppressors

.'i~~~e, a stimulus and a warning. They stand before.the people of the
"'\Z~f,"

",,,,)land. The ILO, working for improved labour standards. The United
~~g~~~i?~;~:'-:>:
O~~tfo~~ Development Programme which supports so many vital activities,

~}::-~~:

!ii:l{a:re done by the agencies of the United Nations. UNESCO working
~~~[;~~:: .
'~reservation of the cultural treasures of the world and improving
;~*\I(~l).'·

)a~i:n of expression, education and access to science. The United Nations
;::~$k~L:-·' '. - . .
~Jt\pommissioner for Refugees who does such marvellous work in the

.;:j~~s~~;Y',':·;':
"d¥eice.,of refugees and internally displaced persons. The World Health

~~0{:~':-~-

.~ation with its vital mission to fight disease and to promote health in
?> i,',
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The people who work in the organs of thePersonnel:

Nations are overwhelmingly committed to its ideals. They take

:~~~t":
1iA~'Porteurs and Representatives who vigilantly report on human rights
~L~\<--'

7*d~~s: These are champions of human rights and of the proper functions

~. "Q'nited Nations. Their work may often be unheroic. It is largely

But I have seen this work. It demands

.." It is not only soldiers who wear notional blue helmets. Human
:";:~.,,r-'·,_,.

~';,;i:-

J;igAl:seworkers and those in the agencies of the United Nations also do so.
S~:_<,"':~S_.r',,; ,

.fC;'limbodia, the workers in the office of the Centre for Human Rights in
:~~~~~:,t .:
iliii~ln:Penh provide encouragement, inspiration and a degree ofprotection
~t~~·.L\

lMelocal human rights organisations which grew up during the UNTAC
'--''i~t ;'

.:"\,-,,.," ..
@'These people are deservmg of our prlWle and support.

,.,;',:5. DOmestic application; One of the valuable
,,;~:Rj<::__ .
iev~iopments which occurred in recent times I see in my daily work in the
~~t:~i.: __ .
~'.' "The United Nations" conventions on human rights, even if not
:~:~f',:,:
@ly incorporated into local law, can help influence the development of
;t~~_:

'~olnmon law. Where an ambiguity exists in a statute or a gap appears

iil;;l~~\precedent law, it is now possible for judges to look to the
~~¥~~i~;;~: ',"
!~FUdence which has collected around the conventions of the United

'1{~~~tt{~_

"'t~~~· This is a way in which we are building a truly global law of

,~\~~~j~'-..

ii&:ulsl1'lyin the building of democracy and good government. The World 

prclgr:amme and the Food and Agriculture Organisation promoting 

. food production to feed the under-nourished. The Special 

'ilappClrteurS and Representatives who vigilantly report on human rights 

These are champions of human rights and of the proper functions 
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l!le:bra.ted and even unknown. But I have seen this work. It demands 
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is not only soldiers who wear notional blue helmets. Human 

workers and those in the agencies of the United Nations also do so. 

iil¢'~boilia, the workers in the office of the Centre for Human Rights in 

provide encouragement, inspiration and a degree of protection 

". local human rights organisations which grew up during the UNTAC 

r·'T'hp"ppeople are deserving of our praise and support. 

DOmestic application.: One of the valuable 

~~~~~.m~nts which occurred in recent times I see in my daily work in the 

The United Nations" conventions on human rights, even if not 

incorporated into local law, can help influence the development of 

~:folnm,onlaw, Where an ambiguity exists in a statute or a gap appears 

precedent law, it is now possible for judges to look to the 

)FU~1en'ce which has collected around the conventions of the United 

This is a way in which we are building a truly global law of 
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Of course, it is imperfect and inadequately enforced. But

They continue to in£J.uence the shape of the

others could talk of quite different strengths and
;,~~{

~~.i;es in the United Nations in its fiftieth year. Each one of us. who

~:~:~~~\.:.:", , .
"'Jia'a.a connection with the United Nations in one way or another.
~*~I~,~~-,' .:. -
"'lulis or her own perspective to the assessment. I have offered mine.
~~C,'

{When I think of the United Nations. I am afraid I do not immediately
~}\f'
'l§~;;;hld the skyscraper in New York, the great political confrontations
>~\.J.r;p",>,·"" .
e7tosfrums in New York and Geneva. -Instead, when I t.hiAk of the
~i - -

[¥lations, I travel in my nrlnd's eye to:
;;:J

"l~t;,~>, "
~':PiiSon in Kampong in Cambodia where, when my eyes adjust to the
';~ij$;~>~_:;-.

Hopi. I see the eyes of fifty prisoners. locked in a single room for
~~X~:" .
~l1ty-three hours a day who look to me with trust and hope to be their
~?

~.~,,~

ijlforbetter human rights;
~~~~E::~~'~1:~;:~ ':'
lj~J!}1)'iJik of the hospital in Brazzaville, Congo. where the United Nations
';~1~(¥1~its,;~
;i~i~~:~~~rs are struggling to protect the blood supply and to afford basic
ie/V" ,,\,!,•
.'it~e~~ care to young children crying in their mother's arms;

• 14·
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of the Union office in Johannesburg which I visited on my !LO

democratic elections swept the

:cthinJi of that blue day in Pretoria when President Mandela was sworn
t;:t;;:;::t'

";~!iii, office and greeted as Commander in Chief by the Generals, their
(i:

als won in battles against ANC forces gleiuning in the sunshine;

,~t1i;'k of a conference hall in Lilongwe in Malawi where the United
,~~t:: .'(';
~~()ns through UNDP was patiently bringing together Government
r~;!;f,

~:4'()pposition in a quest for free and fair elections which would replace
€,'L,-'" .

fiWii;jne PartY State; and

'~ink of a courtroom in Budapest where inte~ational lawyers were
:",>.

~~~gJing with the concept of who is a "people" for the peoples' right to
:~t;':··'
""':;,determination whilst just down the road, in the former Yugoslavia,

'or me, the United Nations is an organisation of people. True, there

,~.,'some time-servers and incompetents. But overwhelmingly, the people I
~j:i$~:~~t~':;~

:[{~fri,E!t are fired with the ideals that originally initiated this bold
~~~~-;::;
'{litional institution. To quest for peace and security without which, in
~r,:, .
i~~ear age, all would be lost. To strive for social and economic
~:'<.;

.,.~jJ~iIient so that all people will share in a good life and the pursuit of
~~~:r~~.;'::

·~~~a!!i~ss. To replace autocracy and oppression with fundamental human
-"1l;}:~S~9i\
,ntlilS:~and the rights of peoples. These were worthy ideals in 1945. They

'!J<':
,~. ~

1',;

H
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were asserting that tight through:. the barrels of guns. 

me, the United Nations is an organisation of people. True, there 

time·servers and incompetents. But overwhehningly, the people I 

are fired ·with the ideals that originally initiated this bold 

!i~tion:al institution. To quest for peace and security without which, in 

age, all would be lost. To strive for social and economic 

r~!i,plD.,ent so that all people will share in a good life and the pursuit of 

To replace autocracy and oppression with fundamental human 

the rights of peoples. These were worthy ideals in 1945. They 

liliwoxthv objectives today. 
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Human Rights; The Situation of Human Rights in Cambodia
(E/CN.4/1995/87, 24 January 1995).

See United Nations, General Assembly, The Situation of Human
Rights in Cambodia - Report of the Secretary-General - Addendum
(N49/635/add .1, November 1994).
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